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Dessert Wine
Austria
KRACHER Cuvee Auslese - Chardonnay & Welschriesling 2012 HALF (los)

37 %
26

£10.95

£4.00

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£6.95

60% Chardonnay & 40% Welschriesling. Medium green-yellow with attractive aromas of peach, blossom honey and nuances of baby bananas. Good complexity with fresh,
juicy tropical white fruit characters, a touch of lychee with mineral characters, well structured with a lingering citrus finish. Fermented and matured in stainless steel tanks for
11 months. Food recommendation: Quiche Lorraine, Fruity desserts, Mildly spicy Asian dishes, fresh goat's cheese.

Chile
MORANDE Late Harvest Sauvignon Blanc - Aconcagua 2013 HALF (37.5cl) (los)

50 %
27

£7.95

£4.00

FINAL REDUCTION
ONLY

£3.95

Viña Morandé was founded in 1996 with the aim of producing innovative wines of great quality, with a clear focus on the development of its brands. To achieve this they
have developed production processes and quality guarantees that includes the following: selection of terroirs, grape varieties and clones, vineyard architecture, advanced
irrigation systems, organic management and systems for monitoring the growth, ripening and development of the fruit.
TASTING: Rich golden colour with a nose of quince, jasmine and marmalade. The palate is sweet with flavours of papaya, honey, magnolia and crystallised orange and
lemon. The finish is fresh and complex.
FOOD: Foie gras. Roquefort. Fruit tarts.

25 %

France - Bordeaux
CHATEAU CLOS HAUT-PEYRAGUEY Sauternes 2007 HALF (los)

5

£19.95

£5.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£14.95

THE WINE ADVOCATE Robert Parker - Rating: 93 points
Reviewed by: Neal Martin - Issue Date: 23rd Dec 2011, Source: 199, The Wine Advocate
"Tasted single blind against its peers. The Clos Haut Peyraguey has a very fragrant, floral bouquet with a “patisserie” element: touches of lemon meringue, apricot and walnut.
The palate is very well-balanced, quite taut and spicy on the entry, not quite as “flowing” as other 2007 Sauternes but very zesty and tensile. This is an excellent Sauternes
that will need time to harmonize, but all the constituent parts are here. Tasted January 2011."

29 %

France - Bordeaux
CHATEAU DE LEVANT Sauternes 2013 HALF (los)

11

£13.95

£4.00

Shiny gold yellow colour. Open fruity nose (dried apricot) with botrytis notes and honey flavours.

France - Rhone
PIERRE GAILLARD Condrieu Fleurs d'Automn Venad.Tardive 2009 HALF LITRE (los)

31 %
3

£35.95

£11.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£9.95
FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£24.95

Fantastically rich and decadent late harvest Condrieu, made from grapes picked in early November 2009, with plenty of selection ( triage) going on in the vineyard, and
botrytis evidenced in the grapes. Pierre was especially aware of maintaining the levels of acidity; this he has done with 5 grams providing a perfect foil for the impressive 200
grams of sugar. Viognier, hardly ascetic of temperament in its drier manifestations, is unsurprisingly in its element here, the main surprise coming of course from the
freshness at the back of the palate to complement the honied richness at the front.

Italy
CORTE SANT'ALDA Recioto della Valpolicella 2011 HALF LITRE (ORG) (los)

34 %
2

£34.95

£12.00

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£22.95

eRobertParker.com #209 (Oct 2013) Monica Larner 88 points - Corte Sant’Alda presents a fine 2011 Recioto della Valpolicella with lingering tones of spice, mesquite and
saddle leather that mingle with brighter aromas of candied cherry and blackberry syrup. The wine is dense and thick, with high levels of dry extract. It sits heavy on the
palate. There’s a note of sour astringency that stills needs to settle. Drink 2015-2020.
Corte Sant’Alda is a flagship estate that makes some of the most opulent and age-worthy wines in Valpolicella. Marinella Camerani and her family farm according to
biodynamic principles (they are Demeter-certified), and she likes to remind her visitors that olive and cherry groves are also a big part of the estate identity. Hers is a
sustainable azienda agricola (“farming estate”), not just a vineyard, with a 360-degree perspective on all themes related to the land. The distinctive personality of the wines,
and the consistent high quality make Corte Sant’Alda an important addition to anyone who collects fine Amarone.

Italy
DONNAFUGATA 'Ben Rye' Passito di Pantelleria 2014 HALF (37.5cl) (los)

19 %
4

£36.95

£7.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£29.95

Complex and ample sweet wine with an outstanding freshness. On the nose intense notes of apricot and peach followed by sweet sensations of dried figs and honey,
aromatic herbs and mineral notes. An extraordinary meditation wine, it's the ideal companion while reading a book or listening to music. We recommend it as sweet ending
of an elegant dinner as well as your first date. Its fragrant sweetness makes it a perfect partner for blue cheeses and foie gras. We also recommend it with ricotta-filled
desserts or gianduia chocolate. Made from Zibibbo grapes.
Decanter World Wine Awards 2017 - 97 points - "Hugely intense nose with notes of honey, flowers, ripe tropical fruits and spice. Displays a powerful umami, mushroom
flavour on the palate. The balance between sweetness and acidity borders on perfection. Will age well but hard not to drink now."

Italy - Tuscany
VIGNAMAGGIO Vin Santo del Chianti Classico 2009 HALF (los)

20 %
7

£24.95

£5.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£19.95

In Tuscany, Vinsanto is the wine of hospitality: in fact, it is often offered to guests as a before or after dinner drink or at the table as an accompaniment to pastries or marbled
cheeses. This Vinsanto, produced from the Malvasia Lunga del Chianti and Trebbiano Toscano white grape varieties, represents a traditional Chianti wine. After a natural
desiccation period of three months in a ventilated room, the grapes are pressed and the wine must obtained is placed without the skins, after a light filtering, in small 75-100
litre caratelli oak barrels where it ferments and where it remains for at least four years before it is bottled. The wine always produces a sugar residue, more or less significant
depending on the vintage. THE WINE IS A GOLDEN YELLOW COLOUR WITH AMBER REFLECTIONS, THE FRAGRANCE IS TYPICALLY OF HONEY AND NUTS. IT IS WARM
ON THE PALATE, INTENSE, DISTINCTLY SWEET BUT HELD TOGETHER BY A NICE ACIDITY.

South Africa
GRAHAM BECK Muscadel 'Rhona' 2013 HALF LITRE (los)

25 %
11

£7.95

£2.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£5.95

100% Muscat de Frontignan from a 2ha, 22-year-old vineyards, producing 6 tons per hectare.
The grapes are lightly crushed, destalked and left on the skins for natural enzymatic fermentation. After 3 days the wild fermentation is stopped with the addition of neutral
grape spirits. It then rests in a stainless steel tank for 1 year for the spirits and grape flavour to integrate.
"Rich straw colour with delicate orange rind flavours and grapey freshness on the palate. The wine has an amazing rich lengthy finish."

Fortified Wine
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Fortified Wine
20 %

Port
NIEPOORT Late-Bottled-Vintage (LBV) 2009/12* HALF (los)

26

£9.95

£2.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£7.95

This is perhaps the most significant Premium Port of our range.Winemaker Dirk van der Niepoort calls this the “Little Brother” of our Vintage Port, as the origins of the grapes
and vinification methods are identical. Taken from Ports made in the 2005 harvest, this Late Bottled Vintage however has extended cask maturation making it drinkable at a
younger age, yet retaining the essence of its superior “sibling”. Brilliant red colour with a wonderful aroma of dark fruits and a classy touch of chocolate. On the palate sweet
grainy seductive tannins give the wine a superb elegance and interact well with the fruit and fine spirity finish. The wine can be enjoyed now, and will become more complex
with further cellaring for a couple of
decades. To fully benefit from its qualities we recommend it be decanted before serving. Serve with soft cheeses, mild blue cheese, dark chocolate desserts or a pepper
steak!

37 %

Spain - Sherry
EMILIO LUSTAU Moscatel 'Emilin' 37.5cl HALF (los)

4

£10.95

£4.00

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£6.95

The Moscatel Emilín is part of the Solera Familiar range from Lustau. The Moscatel grapes for this wine are grown in a vineyard called Las Cruces in the sandy soil near
Chipiona, close to the coast, where Lustau grows only Moscatel and Pedro Ximénez. Like Pedro Ximénez, most of the Moscatel grapes are laid out in the sun to dry. However
Lustau chooses to maximize the sugars by picking the grapes as late as possible, thus reducing the need for a long drying period (which holds a risk of rotting). Fermentation
is arrested early, in order to keep the natural sugar of the grapes. Moscatel Emilín is around 8 years old on average.
People always remember Pedro Ximénez when talking about sweet sherry, but Moscatel is often overlooked. It can be just as sweet (this one holds around 200 g/l of sugar)
but it is usually a little different, often more fragrant and a tad more refined.

Red Wine
Argentina
CATENA Cabernet Sauvignon 2014 Bottle (los)

29 %
4

£13.95

£4.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£9.95

The Catena Cabernet Sauvignon shows a dark ruby color with violet tones. On the nose, it offers intense aromas of ripe raspberries and cassis with notes of pepper, clove,
and a touch of cedar. On the palate, it is full-bodied and rich and displays layers of black currant and black raspberry with notes of cedar and oregano. This Cabernet
Sauvignon is an elegant wine with silky tannins that provide structure and a long and persistent finish.
Food Pairing: Pair this Cabernet with red meats like steak or lamb, demi-glace sauces, or with Steak Frites for a simple bistro-style meal.

Argentina
CRUA CHAN Malbec - Altamira (Michelini Brothers) 2015 Bottle (los)

20 %
10

£34.95

£7.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£27.95

From the slightly off-the-wall, enviably talented husband and wife winemaking team of Gerardo Michelini and Andrea Mufatto, a Malbec that defines to a large extent the
magic of Altamira, an amazing high altitude enclave of the Uco Valley. A sensitive nose full of minerality and fragrant flowers introduces an intense, sophisticated Malbec
perfectly sown up in fine-grained tannins and laced through with delicate acidity.
"Crua Chan is a new addition to the Gen de Alma range, sourced entirely from Altamira and aged for six months in oak. It's a deliberately dry, sappy, savoury style of Malbec,
with food friendly, grainy tannins and a long, refreshing finish." - 92/100 Tim Atkin ARGENTINA 2016 Special Report (2014 vintage)

Argentina
DOMINIO DEL PLATA Pinot Noir 'Ben Marco' 2013 Bottle(ck) Susana Balbo (los)

26 %
23

£18.95

£5.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£13.95

Excepting the handful of undeniably superb examples from further south in Patagonia, this is not a varietal that has fared particularly well in Argentina, until now! Who else to
up the ante, push the envelope, take the bull by the horns... but the inimitable Susana Balbo. Ever the innovator, one lovely and key detail here is that Susana has
co-fermented 5% Viognier with these Pinot grapes, which are grown in Agrelo Oeste at around 900 masl. It's ever so appealing on the nose, lovely wild red fruits and that
wonderful touch of forest floor that you often get from really good Pinot, soft and deliciously supple on the palate but not plump or jammy as can sometimes be the case
with South American examples; a very accomplished and sophisticated wine.

Argentina
EMMA ZUCCARDI Bonarda 'Icon' Valle de Uco 2013 Bottle (VEGAN) (los)

21 %
12

£23.95

£5.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£18.95

ROBERT PARKER The Wine Advocate - 92 points - Drink Date: 2015 - 2020 "A new label, the 2013 Emma Zuccardi Bonarda Altamira is sourced from the calcareous zone of
Altamira in the Vale de Uco, a very different zone to Santa Rosa in east Mendoza and in fact it's one of the components used for the blend of the regular Emma Zuccardi
Bonarda. If the blend is elegant, this is even more elegant and subtle, and has more floral and less tree bark notes, still a little earthy, full of character and personality. But if
the nose is different, the palate is something else, extra fine, chalky tannins and a fine thread of acidity with a silky texture. The word that comes to mind is pure. This was
fermented in plastic bins using full clusters and then put in used oak barrels. Sebastian Zuccardi is aware that they won't be able to produce this wine in every vintage given
that the grape ripens late and in some vintages (like 2014 and 2015) this factor can be a problem. Only around 1,000 bottles were filled with this wine. It will be interesting to
see how it ages, as this style of Bonarda was never made before and there is no track record."

Australia - South
THE PADDOCK Shiraz QUARTER (18.75cl) (los)

49 %
24

£1.95

£0.96

Rich fruits on the nose, including plums and red berries, which carry through onto the palate, with a good ripe tannin structure, friendly and approachable.

Australia - Victoria
SPEE'WAH Deep River Shiraz 2016 Bottle (los)

28 %
39

£8.95

£2.50

FINAL REDUCTION
ONLY

£0.99
Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£6.45

Grown on limestone soils in north western Victoria, this Shiraz has a savoury black pepper flavour with a hint of spice and lifted fresh fruit on the finish. Enjoy with a glass on
its own or with food.

Australia - Victoria
TALTARNI Estate Shiraz 2014 Bottle(st) (los)

24 %
142

£16.95

£4.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£12.95

Central Victoria, including the Pyrenees, is well known for making medium bodied, spicy, peppery styles of Shiraz. At Taltarni they use it to make a number of wines from the
softer, blackberry and mocha T Series through to the richer, spicier single-vineyard Pyrenees. They always use a small amount of Viognier in our shiraz ferments, a classic
Rhone technique to add lift and silky mouth-feel. They also make a Shiraz from a single vineyard in Heathcote, which is more typically Australian in style and shows the
‘choc-mint’ characters typical of this region.
Shiraz 88%, Mourvedre 6%, Cabernet Sauvignon 5%, Viognier 1%.

Brazil
MIOLO 'Quinta do Seival' Safra 2013 Bottle (Tinta Roriz/Touriga Nacion)(los)

38 %
12

£15.95

£6.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£9.95

Made with Cabernet Sauvignon grapes grown in its own vineyards. This is a warm region Cabernet Sauvignon wine with a ripe fruit aroma, structured in elegant tannins,
leaving in the mouth a pleasant and velvety sensation with long persistence.
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Red Wine
22 %

Chile
JULIO BOUCHON Cabernet Sauvignon Reserva 2016 Bottle (los)

7

£8.95

£2.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£6.95

As with all the wines from this excellent estate, the Cabernet really delivers an impressive mouthful of wonderful fruit, great balance and a degree of complexity seldom
found in wines so reasonably priced.

Chile
JULIO BOUCHON Carmenere Reserva Especial 'Block Series' 2013/14* Bottle (los)

23 %
8

£12.95

£3.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£9.95

The Bouchon vineyards are located in the Maule Valley, in the coastal rainfall area in Chile. These vineyards mainly cover a total of 370 Hectares of Cabernet Sauvignon,
Merlot, Sauvignon Blanc, Malbec, Carmenere and Chardonnay varieties. The wine cellars facilities were designed and, to a great extent, imported from Australia in 1991.
Aromas of red and black fruits, like cherries and blackberries with a touch of spicy notes; it presents also hints of coffee. The palate is round with good structure but with soft
tannins. It presents notes of ripe black fruits mixed with pleasant spicy notes at the end. Enjoy with all kind of red and white meats, with well spiced vegetables with curry and
pepper. Perfect with Indian and Mexican food.

France - Bordeaux
CHATEAU TOUR SERAN Cru Bourgeois AOC Medoc 2004 MAGNUM (los)

25 %
6

£39.95

£10.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£29.95

Another sleeper of the vintage from the northern Medoc, this blend of 75% Merlot and 25% Cabernet Franc and Cabernet Sauvignon exhibits an elegant style with a deep
ruby/purple-tinged colour, and sweet black currant and cherry fruit intermixed with notions of cedar, dried herbs, and smoke. Supple and round, it is ideal for drinking now.

France - Rhone
DOMAINE DU COLOMBIER Crozes-Hermitages Rouge (Red) 2015 Bottle (los)

25 %
40

£19.95

£5.00

Reduced to Clear at
ONLY

£14.95

The wines of Domaine du Colombier tell the tale of terroir in the Northern Rhone as well as anybody. With 13ha of Syrah in Crozes, 1.81ha of vines just over the appellation
border in Hermitage, and 1.9ha of Marsanne for the white. Winemaker Florent Viale produces concentrated yet zippy wines that unmistakably reveal the soil and climatic
traits of each area. This is a succulent, juicy and crunchy Syrah with lovely smoky brambly fruit. Fleshy and ripe palate with silky tannins and excellent freshness and purity.

France - Rhone
GUILLAUME GONNET Cairanne Rouge 2014/15*** Bottle (Unoaked) (los)

31 %
43

£12.95

£4.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£8.95

The vines are situated on a plateau near the village, with a southern exposure. The soil is a mix of limestone, clay and sand. Vines are around 45 years old and planted at a
density of 3000 vines per HA. All grapes are harvested by hand. TASTING: The nose is packed full of Cassis, Grenadine, and the "to be expected" pure Provencal aromas of
“garrigue” (local herbs). The mouth follows the nose but is more complex with kirsch, fig, stewed blackberries, black olive tapenade and liquorice. Lovely soft, round tannins.
FOOD: Works extremely well with Provencal beef stew but works equally well with a wide range of foods. 80% Grenache, 20% Syrah.

27 %

France - Rhone
GUILLAUME GONNET Lirac Rouge 2012 Bottle (Unoaked) (los)

25

£14.95

£4.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£10.95

This particular vineyard practices, Lutte raisonnée, literally “reasoned fight” (in French), or “supervised control” (in English), regarded as a pragmatic approach to farming,
where chemical treatments are used only when absolutely necessary. Biodiversity in the vineyards is encouraged through the planting of cover crops, rigorous plowing of
the soils, and the use of manures and natural composts to fertilize the vines.
Traditional fermentation and aging in concrete vats 12 months. TASTING: Intense red and black fruits, lots of spices and garrigue (herbs from Provence), soft, elegant tannins
developing complex aromas (liquorice, truffle and dark chocolate) with aging. This wine deserves to be served with a slow cooked meal such as a Daube (Southern French
casserole) or spicy Asian or Indian inspired dishes. 80% Grenache, 20% Syrah.

France - Rhone
MAISON NICOLAS PERRIN Saint Joseph 2014 Bottle (los)

14 %
24

£21.95

£3.00

Reduced to Clear at
ONLY

£18.95

Saint Joseph was originally called "Vin de Tournon". The monks who lived in this little village used to produce wine from the vineyard at the top of the hill behind the village.
Tasting: Intense and rich on notes of wild fruit. The mouth is complex with soft tannins. This wine is powerful and has a distinctive elegance to it. To drink straight away or in
the next 3 years. Acclaim: "Ruby-red. Dark berries, cherry pit and olive on the smoke-tinged nose. Chewy and focused, offering nicely concentrated bitter cherry and cassis
flavors and a touch of cracked pepper that gains intensity with air. Closes with excellent lift and cut, leaving spicecake, licorice and black tea notes behind." Josh Raynolds,
International wine cellar, 90/100 points.

France - South of
CHATEAU DE LA NEGLY 'La Falaise' 2015 Bottle (los)

15 %
15

£19.95

£3.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£16.95

The “La Falaise” is Negly’s mid level cuvee and is produced from a 15 hectare portion of Negly’s 40 hectare vineyard. La Falaise means “Cliff” in French and the vineyard is a
literal stones-throw from the Mediterranean. Everything is hand harvested and sees a week long cold soak and a 45 day macerated fermentation. Aged 12 months in half
new and half 300 litre oak barrels.
Jeb Dunnuck of Wine Advocate says that the wines of Chateau de la Negly "are hard to find in the marketplace, but they're singular, world class efforts worth the extra effort
to track down." We are proud to showcase them at Dunell's. TASTING: An intense ruby robe. The nose combines aromas of raspberry, blackberry, with hints of chocolate and
black olive. The palate reveals aromas of licorice and roasted. This wine of exceptional concentration, ends on perfectly ripe sweet tannins. (Syrah/Grenache/Mourvedre)

France - South of
CHATEAU LA BASTIDE Corbieres Rouge 2015 Bottle (los)

22 %
51

£8.95

£2.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£6.95

Guilhem Durand, together with his consultant Claude Gros (who looks after some of the best Domaines in the Languedoc) have really refined Château la Bastide into
delicious wines of great value.
The 70-hectare vineyard is southeast facing on chalky clay soil with alluvial gravel covering much of the topsoil and large round stones covering the best vineyard area. 80%
Syrah, Grenache and Carignan Vieilles Vignes (some up to 120 years old) at 38 hl/ha in the hands of Guilhem Durand make Château la Bastide a wonderful mouthful of
extraordinary good value. All the wines are made and matured in a mixture of cement and stainless steel tanks.

France - South of
CHATEAU VIRANEL Syrah/Grenache 'V de Viranel' 2013 Bottle (los)

27 %
7

£14.95

£4.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£10.95

This wine is gorgeous and perfect if you are a lover of big reds. The V de Viranel cuvee is made up of 60% Syrah and 40% Grenache and is a silky wine with velvety tannins
with flavours of blackcurrant and liquorice. Dark and brooding. After decanting, this wine releases aromas of red berries (blackcurrant, blackberries). The explosion of flavours
is dominated by the licorice and notes of chocolate. Food suggestions: Grilled meats, meats in sauce and game… for example: Bourguignon Beef, mutton stew, jugged hare,
haunch of hind, stew of wild boar, beef rib, veal kidneys, grilled andouillette, and Camembert in the oven!
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Red Wine
France - South of
GERARD GAUBY Le Soula 'Vin de Pays des Cotes Catalanes' Rouge 2011 Bottle (los)

24 %
14

£24.95

£6.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£18.95

Gérard Gauby is a bit of a legend in the Roussillon, making distinctive but delicious wines at his own domaine, and, in partnership with his English importers, from a set of
vineyards up in the hills of Fenouillèdes for Le Soula. This is a really special and evocative red, with aromatic fruit such as plum and dark berries, as well as rosemary, thyme
and real depth that would appeal to anyone who likes the more elegant styles of the Rhône.
ROBERT PARKER The Wine Advocate - 90 points - Drink Date: 2016 - 2023 - Reviewed by: Jeb Dunnuck, Issue Date: 28th Apr 2016, Source: 224, The Wine Advocate "The
2011 IGP Cotes Catalanes Le Soula is a Carignan-dominated blend that included 35% Syrah and 5% Grenache. Despite the blend, it reminds me of a classy northern Rhone
Syrah with its gamy, bacon fat, pepper, dried herbs and sweet black raspberry-driven bouquet. Medium-bodied, balanced, with good acidity and fine tannin, it will keep
nicely through 2023."

France - South of
TOUR DE MONESTIER Bergerac Rouge 2011 Bottle (Merlot,Cabernet Sauvignon) (los)

27 %
3

£10.95

£3.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£7.95

Chateau Monestier La Tour, a 28ha estate in Monestier near Bergerac, was purchased in 1998 by Dutch entrepreneur Philip de Haseth-Moeller. Consultant winemaker
Stephane Derenoncourt and consultant viticulturalist Claude Bourguignon have helped catapult this chateau to the top echelons of Bergerac with great write-ups in France’s
leading guide books.
A complex bouquet with red berries and smoky touches. The palate is round, fresh with a long and elegant finish.

Italy
BELVEDERE Valpolicella Superiore Ripasso 2015 Bottle

46 %
73

£12.95

£6.00

£6.95

Forward and fragrant, with exotic aromas and a sensuous, luscious palate of cherry conserve, vanilla and soft black pepper, intermingled with hints of molasses and
woodsmoke. Mouthfilling, broad and dense, with a long, satisfying finish. Savour on its own or drink with a cheese platter or pappardelle and meatballs.
The Ripasso method is a Venetian winemaking speciality whereby juvenile Valpolicella is ’re-passed' over the dried grape skins remaining from the Amarone fermentation.
The Valpolicella stays in contact with this pomace for a week or two and, because the skins are still warm and rich in sugar, a second alcoholic fermentation occurs. The
'mongrel' wine that results is more structured, richer and closer in style to an Amarone than basic Valpolicella.
Grape Variety: Corvina, Rondinella, Molinara.

Italy
CARUSO & MININI Sachia Perricone 2014 Bottle (los)

30 %
14

Italy
CIANFAGNA Tintilia del Molise 'Sator' 2009 Bottle (ORGANIC) (los)

£9.95

£3.00
22 %

37

£31.95

£7.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£6.95
Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£24.95

This is an unusual grape variety (Tintila), originally from Spain and fewer than 100 hectares are still cultivated. It is simply delicious, packed full of vibrant aromatic fruit and yes
you could say it really is a 'Artisanal wine'. Enjoy this wine with slow braised beef cheeks, Beef Wellington etc. We highly recommend this wine as it represents unbelievable
value at this price. A wow factor wine!

Italy
COS Frappato 2015 Bottle (los)

35 %
6

£19.95

£7.00

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£12.95

The grape variety Frappato has been around on the island of Sicily quite a while and it is often blended with Nero d'Avola, today frequently disappearing into Cerasuolo di
Vittoria, Sicily's first DOCG wine.
TASTING: The colour is like a warm ruby, not especially dense butbright and truly red, without blue or purple tones, even though it is still a young wine. The aromas are
charming: fragrant wild strawberries and the merest hint of candied orange peel and light spice, maybe nutmeg or cinnamon. The polished texture is silky but definite, with a
fine balance of clear fruit and structure (tannins and acidity) to give it depth and length. It has that lovely sweetness of fruit that you get from the best examples of Pinot Noir
(though it doesn't taste like Pinot) and the same apparent lightness and freshness even though it fills the mouth with flavour and scent. It is unoaked, complex and layered,
juicy but not simple. Simply delicious. LOW IN SULPHITES.

Italy
DONNAFUGATA 'Mille e Una Notte' (Nero d'Avola et al) 2011/12* Bottle (los)

25 %
8

£59.95

£15.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£44.95

A structured red wine with a remarkable personality. Complex and elegant offers on the nose a rich bouquet with balsamic scents, floral notes and spicy nuances. An ideal
gift for wine-lovers, we recommend Mille e una Notte also for gala dinners and for your most special occasions. Structured and gentle perfectly matches with elaborate
dishes of red meat, pork, lamb. Try also with chili-pepper flavoured chocolate. Grape varieties: Syrah, Petit Verdot, Nero d'Avola.

Italy
TENUTE RUBINO Lamo Ostuni Ottavianello Rosso DOC 2015 (Orange) Bottle (los)

27 %
13

£14.95

£4.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£10.95

A unique wine of its kind, a rarity of the vineyards of the South. It is appreciated for its unobtrusive structure and its gentle but firm character. Great companion of first and
second medium-sized dishes. Through its delicate texture it accompanies meatballs and roast meats without ever covering its flavour. Grape variety - Ottavianello.

Italy
TENUTE RUBINO Salento Rosso, Oltreme IGT (Susumaniello) 2015 Bottle (los)

40 %
44

£14.95

£6.00

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£8.95

Tommaso Rubino started the Tenute Rubino project in the 1980's. A firm believer in Salento's potential, he set out to acquire a substantial production area and succeeded in
securing four estates with the goal that each would show Salento wine at it's very best. In 1999, son Luigi and wife Romina Leopardi formed the Tenute Rubino with a brand
new winery and headquarters in Brindisi. The four estates, Jaddico, Marmorelle, Uggio and Punta Aquila stretch from the Adriatic coast to the hinterland of Brindisi. 100%
Susumaniello, the most pure expression of a typical variety of the Brindisi area. It matures only in stainless steel vats allowing the primary flavours to fully express
themselves. It enchants with simplicity through its fruity and spicy flavours. Intense ruby red with purple highlights. Red fruits such as cherry, pomegranate, raspberry and ripe
plums. A balanced velvety wine with elegant tannins. Food Matching - Versatile and seductive, it goes well with savoury dishes such as stuffed aubergines and peppers,
orecchiette with tomato sauce, meatballs in tomato sauce, parmigiana. Risotto with porcini mushrooms or grilled meats.

Italy - Piedmont
ANGELO GAJA Langhe "Sito Moresco" 2014 Bottle (ORGANIC) (los)

25 %
36

£39.95

£10.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£29.95

Tasting notes: The cool weather trend of the 2014 led to a perfect ripening of all the three varieties of the blend, in particular it has helped the balanced expression of the
early-ripening Merlot. The bright and intense colour shows the long and regular ripening season. The nose is clean, with pure aromas of white pepper, flowers and wild
herbs. On the palate the notes of red cherry and mulberry are sharp and pure, sustained by balanced acidity and juiciness. The tannins are silky and refreshing. The finish is
long.
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Red Wine
20 %

Italy - Piedmont
BRUNO GIACOSA Barbaresco Santo Stefano 2011 Bottle

5

£99.95

£20.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£79.95

A wine with great ageing potential, the 2011 has a perfumed nose of crushed rose petals and sweet strawberries with deeper black currant and morello cherry characters in
the background. The palate is rich and layered with gorgeous, dark cherry fruit flavours balanced by smooth, velvety tannins and refreshing acidity. Exotic spices, truffles and
a hint of dark chocolate add a further layer of depth and complexity. This very complex wine will be delicious to drink in a few years and will age well for another decade or
two. Drink from 2018.
"Medium with a hint of amber. Highly complex, scented nose combines red plum, cherry, strawberry, clove, medicinal herbs and a hint of orange zest. Intensely flavored,
juicy and tightly wound, with lovely cut and definition to the red fruit and spice flavors. Very concentrated, tactile wine whose firm tannic spine will require at least several
years of cellaring. Finishes with terrific lift." Stephen Tanzer, 93+ Points
eRobertParker.com #213 (Jul 2014) Monica Larner - 91 points Drink: 2015-2030.

Italy - Piedmont
LUCIANO SANDRONE Dolcetto d'Alba 2013/14/15* Bottle (los)

33 %
15

£14.95

£5.00

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£9.95

'Super-ripe black cherries, plums, spices, menthol and licorice are front and center in Luciano Sandrone's 2015 Dolcetto d'Alba. This is an especially ripe, flamboyant style,
even for the year. Readers should plan on giving the 2015 quite a bit of air, as it is quite reduced, even by the standards of Dolcetto, a grape than naturally tends to be
reductive. With some aeration, the wine cleans up and flavors gain both brightness and overall pop.' - Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media

Italy - Piedmont
MASSOLINO Barolo Parafada 2006 Bottle (los)

32 %
3

£73.95

£24.00

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£49.95

"The 2006 Barolo Parafada is another gorgeous wine from Massolino in this important vintage. Here, too, the fruit is incredibly primary but in the Parafada the French oak has
added a dimension of explosiveness and volume that is captivating. Hints of spices and flowers hint at the inner sweetness that should develop in bottle. The percentage of
French oak (35%) has come way down in this bottling, which gives the fruit a better chance to shine. I loved this powerful, dense Barolo." Anticipated maturity: 2016-2026." 93
Points, Antonio Galloni, The Wine Advocate #187, Feb 2010

Italy - Tuscany
ALTESINO Brunello di Montalcino 2010 Bottle

25 %
15

£79.95

£20.00

£59.95

There is now little doubt that 2010 was the Brunello di Montalcino vintage of a lifetime. Brunello di Montalcino is one of Italy’s most famous and exciting wines. The very best
Brunellos can sit at the high table in terms of the world’s greatest. The 2010 vintage shows Brunello at its very best – these are wines to fill the cellar with.
THE CRITICS WERE UNANIMOUS IN THEIR PRAISE - One of the first to publish was James Suckling who called 2010 Brunello “the greatest modern vintage of Italy’s most
famous wine region”, and “a new benchmark for Tuscany’s icon wine”. The Wine Advocate’s Monica Larner was similarly enamoured, writing that “This is shaping up to be an
iconic vintage” whilst Walter Speller, Italian expert for jancisrobinson.com, writes: “In Montalcino 2010 is truly an excellent vintage.”
ROBERT PARKER The Wine Advocate - 93 points
Drink Date: 2017 - 2028, Reviewed by: Monica Larner, Issue Date: 28th Feb 2017, Source: 229, The Wine Advocate
This is a truly delicious wine that exceeds my expectations. I love the way it takes full command of the slightly bolder and more opulent dark fruit aromas produced in this
hot vintage. Black cherry, plum and crème de cassis converge on the bouquet. Grilled herb, forest floor, licorice and exotic spice play supporting roles. The finish offers
moderate acidity on the Sangiovese scale. This means the wine is mush fresher and more tonic than most Tuscan reds. The finish is long and silky.
JAMES SUCKLING 97 points
'A sexy and silky riserva with dried fruit, blueberry and cedar character. Full body, firm tannins and long and gorgeous finish. So linear and precise. Chocolate-covered cherry
center palate. Terrific young wine. Best riserva ever from here. Better in 2018.

Italy - Tuscany
DUEMANI 'Duemani' Cabernet Franc Costa Toscana 2009 Bottle (BIO-DYN)(los)

30 %
8

£99.75

£29.80

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£69.95

THE WINE ADVOCATE Robert Parker - Rating: 96+ - Drink Date: 2014 - 2024
"The 2009 Cabernet Franc Duemani is fabulous. Sumptuous and elegant, the Duemani emerges from the glass with extraordinary purity in its aromas and flavors. All of the
elements are in the right place. Dark plums, mocha, wild flowers and roses form a rich tapestry of undeniable class. The French oak is especially well integrated in this
vintage, but what truly stands out most is the wine’s stunning textural elegance. This is an absolutely fabulous wine from Luca D’Attoma and Elena Celli. Anticipated maturity:
2014-2024. At Duemani, the vineyards are certified biodynamic and winemaking is stripped down to the bare essentials, with cement taking on an increasing role as a
fermentation and aging vessel."

Italy - Tuscany
DUEMANI 'Duemani' Cabernet Franc Costa Toscana 2010 Bottle (BIO-DYN)(los)

20 %
6

£99.75

£19.80

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£79.95

THE WINE ADVOCATE Robert Parker - Rating: 93 points - Drink: 2015 - 2025
"A pure expression of Cabernet Franc, the 2010 Duemani shows verdant notes of rosemary, green olive, caper and wild sage. At its core, however, is brooding dark fruit,
presented layer after thick layer. It is built like a rock with firm tannic structure that will carry it through the years. Fiercely independent and a man of mesmerizing intensity,
Luca D’Attoma is one of the best winemakers in Italy. He consults with multiple clients including Le Macchiole, Tua Rita and Fattoria Le Pupille. Duemani is his personal
property and winemaking follows his strict biodynamic philosophy." BIO-DYNAMIC.

Italy - Tuscany
TENUTA TRINORO Le Cupole 2013 Bottle (los)

29 %
28

£34.95

£10.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£24.95

“The 2013 Le Cupole di Trinoro hits the palate with racy dark cherries, mocha, plums, espresso and new leather. Radiant and deeply expressive, the 2013 is a great
introduction to the Tenuta di Trinoro wines. Cherry compote and cinnamon are some of the notes that shape the super-ripe, opulent finish. Le Cupole is the second selection
of fruit and barrels that don’t make it into the top wines. It also happens to be a terrific value. Drinking window: 2016-2023.” Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media, 91 points.

South Africa
BEYERSKLOOF 'Diesel' Pinotage 2014 Bottle (los)

20 %
10

£49.95

£10.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£39.95

The Diesel Pinotage is a wine to take note of. It shows what Beyerskloof is trying to accomplish with their elegant style of premium Pinotage. A local Hero. This is a big
structured Pinotage with intense dark fruit flavours. A complex middle leads to a smooth finish with pleasant cedar flavours from the oak. Great balance between fruit and
oak will allow superb ageing in the bottle for 10 years and more. The ideal match to spicy Indian dishes or a well matured rump/sirloin steak.

South Africa
GUARDIAN PEAK Merlot 2013/14* Bottle (los)

27 %
97

£10.95

£3.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£7.95

Guardian Peak is one of the new generation of South African wineries producing wines that combine traditional body and structure with ‘New World’ exuberance. It is owned
by Jean Engelbrecht and as you would expect with this larger than life character, the wines are strong, positive examples of their varietals and location. The aim is to
introduce more people to the fascinating lifestyle and culture of wine.
Clean expressive red fruit aromas are prevalent on the nose. There are lovely undertones of fresh strawberries and subtle mocha coffee notes. The fresh, lingering, red fruit
characteristics are well supported with soft vanilla flavours. The wine is well integrated with gentle tannins, and a soft, elegant finish.
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Red Wine
South Africa
LAMMERSHOEK 'Roulette' Rouge (50% Syrah, 30%Car.20%Gren.) 2010/14* Bottle (los)

23 %
16

£12.95

£3.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£9.95

eRobertParker.com #204 (Dec 2012) NEAL MARTIN - 90 POINTS
The 2010 Roulette (red blend) consists of 50% Syrah, 30% Carignan and 20% Grenache with 45% whole bunch and aged in demi-muids for 12 months. The nose is tightly
wound but very pure with mulberry, brambly black fruit, a touch of melted tar and citrus peel. The palate is fresh and vibrant, the Carignan lending this structure and
backbone that encases the potent black, almost earthy fruit. Perhaps a little rustic but full of character, with a subtle black olive finish. Excellent. Drink now-2020.

Spain
BODEGAS FONTANA 'Oveja' Tinto (Graciano) 2015 Bottle (los)

29 %
14

£9.75

£2.80

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£6.95

Bodegas Fontana is an authentic family bodega with over thirty year’s experience and tradition within the winemaking sector. The Cantarero Morales family has established
their wines alongside the most prestigious wines in the country, a fact which produced a pleasant and unexpected surprise to many in the sector. The 500 hectares of their
own vineyards have the ongoing support and future security of a bodega designed for the production of red wines of the highest quality. In short, this innovative new bodega
has been built on a solid foundation of knowledge, which forms the basis of an alternative approach to the production and promotion of wine and all this entails; creativity
that present day consumers and lovers of wine demand.
TASTING: Bright ruby in colour with inviting aromas of flowers and ripe blueberries. The palate is vibrant, medium bodied, with good tannic structure and long finish.

Spain
PALACIOS REMONDO Rioja 'Vendimia' 2015 Bottle (los)

29 %
20

£11.25

£3.30

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£7.95

A superb New-Style Rioja from the vinous magician Alvaro Palacios. The Vendimia has far more Garnacha than one may expect (50/50 Garnacha and Tempranillo) and
made by whole-bunch fermentation then aged only briefly in oak barrels.

If he believed in such things, Alvaro would describe it as a 'Joven'; the emphasis is certainly on the exuberant, with soft hedge-row flavours, and gentle spice to the fore. With
Mediterranean charm, and a certain come-hither, forward, approach to life, this is a distinctly superior every-day drinker. 2010 is set to be a very good vintage in Spain,
possibly a little more elegant than the powerful 2009.

Spain
REMELLURI Rioja 1982 Bottle (los)

31 %
1

Spain
WOODEN LUGGAGE CASE of BILBAO Rioja 'Limitada' Crianza 2013 CASE x 6 (los)

£115.95

£36.00
29 %

3

£69.95

£20.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£79.95
Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£49.95

Established in 1924 by Ramon Bilbao Murga, a prominent wine trader of his time, today the Bodegas is at the forefront of winemaking in Rioja. Winemaker Santos Calahorra
makes wine with a modern style, the wines have received much acclaim in the press and they were voted Winery of the Year in 2009.This exceptional and unusual Rioja
which is made from 40 year old Tempranillo vines grown in some of the regions best vineyards. It is a limited production Crianza. It is fermented in large oak barrel rather
than steel vat and matured in barrique for 14 months in French oak and a further 9 months in bottle before release. The wine displays an intense dark garnet colour with
aromas of fresh red berry, plum and cherry followed by subtle oak and smoked notes on the palate, with well structured tannins and a long balanced finish.

Rose Wine
Australia - South
CHARLES MELTON 'Rose of Virginia' 2015 Bottle (los)

22 %
13

£17.95

£4.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£13.95

A wonderfully rich style. Exotic, almost turkish delight aromatics leap from the glass. The Grenache (46%) shows its true colours in the perfume, and the Cabernet and Shiraz
add texture to the palate whilst still allowing the wine to retain a lightness of touch for which the Rose of Virginia is known. A pinch of Pinot Meunier and Mataro add just the
merest hint of spice.

France - Loire
ANDRE NEVEU Sancerre Rose 'Le Grand Fricambault' 2016 Bottle (los)

28 %
96

£17.95

£5.00

Reduced to Clear at
ONLY

£12.95

Wonderfully light and fruity, this delicious Sancerre rose is made from Pinot Noir grapes providing delicious aromas of fresh strawberries. Crisp and dry on the finish with
classic Loire Valley minerality.
"Part-winemakers, part-cheesemakers, Valerie and Thomas Dezat (the eponymous Andre's daughter and son-in-law) produce a full, but still elegant, style of Sancerre. The
estate covers 12ha of vines and include some parcels of very Vieilles vignes, some over 50 years old and the Dezat's do everything themselves by hand, from pruning and
harvesting right through to bottling.'

France - South of
CHATEAU DE LEOUBE Rose de Leoubé 2016 Bottle (los)

28 %
30

France - South of
DOMAINE SAINTE MARIE Provence Rose 'Tradition' 2016 Bottle (Vegan) (los)

£17.95

£5.00
23 %

15

£12.95

£3.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£12.95
Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£9.95

Pale, salmon pink in colour with fine aromas of red fruits and spice. The cool Mediterranean breezes enable the grapes to retain wonderful freshness with lovely notes of
raspberries and whiteflowers. This dry wine is wonderfully delicate and on the palate the red fruits are backed up with some flinty notes. Although a subtle wine it has depth
and character.

France - South of
L'ORANGERAIE Rose IGP Vin de Pays d'Oc 2016 Bottle (los)

20 %
271

£7.45

£1.50

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£5.95

L’Orangeraie (The Orange Grove) is a range of varietal wines produced by Maison Lorgeril, landowners in the Languedoc since 1620. They have selected these varieties from
their vineyards, located just a few miles from the famous medieval town of Carcassonne, to offer you a range of wines which are fresh and elegant, adhering to the same
winemaking philosophy we use to create the wines which bear the names of the family estates. These young, modern wines are the perfect choice for moments of
relaxation and celebration: aperitifs, barbecues, and all manner of bold food and wine combinations.
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Rose Wine
46 %

Italy
ALOIS LAGEDER Rosato 'Lagrein' 2015 Bottle (los)

28

£12.95

£6.00

FINAL REDUCTION
ONLY

£6.95

Wine Maker Alois Lageder leaves the wine for 48 hours on the skins to give this rose a deep pink colour and plenty of fruit. Almost a light red it has juicy morello cherry and
notes with lovely weight to the finish. Producer info: Alois Lageder is one of Italy’s foremost winemakers. Based in the mountainous Alto Adige region in the far north of the
country, the vines (which were converted to biodyanmics in 2004) enjoy a long, sunny growing season with warm days and cool nights that help to preserve both the grapes’
natural aromas and acidity. The wines themselves are made simply in a carbon-neutral, solar-powered state-of-the-art winery that moves the wine gently, using gravity
wherever possible. The house style is all about freshness, elegance and purity of fruit. These are finely chiseled wines with real definition, but immense charm too. 100%
Lagrein grape.

Italy - Tuscany
VILLA SALETTA Chiave Rosato 2014 Bottle (los)

30 %
71

£9.95

£3.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£6.95

'Chiave' (key) taken from the coat of arms of the Riccardi family, owners of the Villa Saletta renaissance estate from the 12th to the 19th century. A fruity and supple wine,
ideal as an aperitif and to be enjoyed with typical Tuscan food. A blend of Merlot and Sangiovese.

Portugal
QUINTA DE LA ROSA Rose 2015 Bottle (los)

40 %
8

£9.95

£4.00

FINAL REDUCTION
ONLY

£5.95

The terroir in the Douro is still largely unexplored and by making wines with balance, harmony and equilibrium from our vineyards, we try to enable the grapes to express
themselves in the bottle. Our style is to make well defined wines without too much extraction, tannin or oak and with good freshness and minerality.
The 2015 rosé continues in the ‘lighter’ style to previous years. They allowed much less skin contact to the free run juice so that the rosé is somewhat paler. The resulting
wine still has a good structure and attractive red fruit flavours with a touch of wild strawberry. Totally dry in the mouth, the wine has great freshness and pleasing acidity.
Serve chilled, as an excellent refreshing aperitif. Given its structure, it is a perfect with food and can easily be drunk when eating summer salads, fish, chicken and other
white meats.

22 %

Spain
BOBAL DE SANJUAN Rosado 2016 Bottle (los)

18

£8.95

£2.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£6.95

Cherubino winemaker, Modesto Frances, an expert on Bobal, with help from els Pyreneus’ Jean Marc-Lafage, work with high quality Bobal vineyards in Valencia, creating top
single varietal Bobal wine. Aromas and flavours of strawberries and wild raspberries with some exotic notes and a crisp finish.

Sparkling Wine
37 %

Australia - South
THE SPEE'WAH 'Crooked Mick' Chardonnay Brut NV Bottle (los)

12

£10.95

£4.00

FINAL REDUCTION
ONLY

£6.95

Elizabeth Richardson is the winemaker behind the label and she has a trophy cabinet stuffed full of medals from her stint at Capel Vale in WA. Liz has one aim and one aim
only: to ensure you reach for a second and third glass. Her knowledge of the Murray Darling vineyards is second to none and her contact book of growers is the envy of her
peers. She has cherry picked parcels of outstanding fruit to make these wines and the quality shines through as soon as the bottles are opened. This is a charming cuvee
Chardonnay, made with cultivated yeasts providing a refreshing but classically biscuit style.

40 %

Australia - Victoria
TALTARNI Sparkling Brut Rose 'Tache' 2011 Bottle (los)

796

£14.95

£6.00

Summer Rose
Promotion at ONLY

£8.95

Independently owned by the Goelet family, Taltarni has had a strong French influence from the outset, with initial plantings of Bordeaux varieties. The winery’s fundamental
philosophy is to produce distinctive, well-balanced premium varietal wines with a recognisable regional and estate style, an approach fostered by the chief executive and
the skilled Taltarni team. A unique rosé sparkling wine crafted from a traditional blend of three varieties- chardonnay, pinot noir and pinot meunier. An attractive salmon-pink
colour with a fine persistent bead, Taltarni’s Taché expresses an assortment of red currant, ripe strawberry and rose petal aromas and complex yeast characters. It's our
biggest selling sparkling wine and has been for over 20 years!

23 %

England
ALBOURNE ESTATE Blanc de Blancs 2013 Bottle (los)

9

£29.95

£7.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£22.95

Just 2,800 bottles of this very special first release Blanc de Blancs was made from their inaugural harvest in 2013. Produced from 100% Chardonnay grapes using the highest
quality cuvee press cut and aged ‘on-lees’ for 3 years, this sparkling wine has matured to produce a wine with elegance, finesse and subtle complexity.

France - Champagne
BRUNO PAILLARD Brut Vintage 1999 Bottle (los)

33 %
2

£119.95

£40.00

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£79.95

Bruno Paillard is a young, dynamic Champagne house that has quickly established a reputation for elegant wines with real style. Fresh, dry and vibrant, they are made with an
uncompromising attitude to quality that shines through in the glass.
Bruno Paillard's Assemblage was produced exclusively from the first pressing – the purest – of a selection of grapes from 14 crus in the Marne. Nine years ageing in their
cellar allowed this wine to develop a balance between floral and ripe fruit aromas. The blend is 29% Chardonnay, 42% Pinot Noir and 29% Pinot Meunier. Dosage: 6 g/l
Deep gold colour animated by a very vivacious and fine effervescence. Aromas of ripe fruit to the fore, dominated by citrus notes. Then hints of red fruits
(raspberries/cherries) gently appear, and after a few minutes in the glass notes of honey develop and enhance the personality of this wine. The first impression combines
freshness and length. Fruit and spicy notes are well balanced, offering a "gourmand" impression. Freshness, ampleness, and length characterise this 1999 vintage.

France - Champagne
G.H. MUMM Brut 'Cordon Rose' N.V. Bottle (los)

36 %
49

£35.95

£13.00

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£22.95

SOMMELIER WINE AWARDS 2013 - APERITIFS, SPARKLING WINES & CHAMPAGNE - GOLD MEDAL
This is a complex, fresh, yet powerful blend in which the Pinot Noir stands out. At 60% of the blend it not only colour, but also strength and personality. Pinot Meunier (18%)
contributes all its liveliness and fruitiness, whilst the finesse and elegance of the Chardonnay (22%) gives this its final balance. The nose has rich, intense aromas in which red
fruit characteristics stand out - the slight presence of caramel and vanilla are a reminder of the Cordon Rouge influence. On the palate the attack is lively and perfectly
balanced, reflecting the strong personality of the Pinot Noir; flavours of strawberry, redcurrants and toast come to the fore, whilst the finish is dry and refreshing.Try with
salmon and brown bread for a bit of a cliché, though Eton Mess and boudoir biscuits would be a kinky combination also...?

35 %

France - Champagne
G.H. MUMM Brut 'Cordon Rouge' N.V. 37.5cl HALF (los)

21

£16.95

£6.00

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£10.95

The flagship wine from the house of Mumm possesses a brilliant yellow golden colour, and the bubbles are lively, intense, and light. The bouquet is fruity with initial notes of
peaches, pears, and green apples followed by flavors of candied lemon and ripe apricots. On the palate this cuvée reveals a delicate freshness followed by the power and
full-bodied character of pinot noir. A long aging provides additional flavours of vanilla, roasted nuts and a hint of toast. A result of the carefully chosen infusion of terroir and
reserve wines, the finish is long. Imparting to the finish is lightness from Chardonnay, fruitiness from Pinot Noir and roundness provided by Pinot Meunier. "A toasty version,
rich and creamy, with vanilla, hazelnut and citrus notes weaving through the rich texture..."
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Sparkling Wine
France - Champagne
GALLIMARD Brut 'Quintessence' (Blanc de Blanc) N.V. Bottle (los)

29 %
7

£34.95

£10.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£24.95

Subtle and fine, very nice bubbles of gold colour. Nose : Elegant aromas of oak and vanilla combined with plums and exotic fruit. Mouth : On the palate harmonious flavours,
fresh round and creamy, suggest toffee and toast.
Wine pairing: At starter, and why not to match with a lobster, some toast with caviar or cook oyster.
Awards: Silver medal : Concours Mondial de Bruxelles 2015, Gold medal : concours Chardonnay du monde 2008 & 2009 & 2010, Gold medal : Challenge international des
vins 2008, Silver medal : concours Chardonnay du monde 2012, Silver medal : Mondial de Bruxelles 2014

38 %

France - Champagne
PERRIER-JOUET Blason Rose Brut N.V. Bottle (los)

28

£64.95

£25.00

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£39.95

The intense, luminous colour is salmon-pink with coppery highlights. The abundant effervescence forms a fine, steady stream of bubbles. Elegant aromas of raspberries,
wild strawberries and rose petals, the aromatic richness is reflected in a full, powerful, melting flavour which creates an impression of silk. Finally, hints of red fruits and
tender flavours of citrus provide a pleasant freshness.
The refined presentation of the bottle is in complete harmony with the delicate pink tint of the champagne, obtained by adding a small quantity of carefully selected red wine
from Champagne.

France - Champagne
PERRIER-JOUET Grand Brut N.V. MAGNUM (Vegan) (Los)

33 %
1

£89.95

£30.00

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£59.95

Perrier-Jouet's reputation as one of the top houses comes from the sheer quality of its Grand Brut and they are justifiably proud of its long track record, as they were the very
first house to make a "Brut" champagne back in 1854.
PJ Grand Brut has a pale but luminous golden yellow colour with lively, gracious bubbles. Fleeting floral aromas with warmer notes, dominated by green apples, pineapple
and white peaches. On the palate it is impetuous with cheerful vitality that floods the palate and is sustained by a persistent stream of sprightly bubbles, rich flavours of fresh
butter, brioche and shortbread reach a natural balance.

Italy
BISOL 'Belstar' Prosecco DOC N.V. Bottle (los)

42 %
97

£11.95

£5.00

FINAL REDUCTION
ONLY

£6.95

The Bisol family are masters of Prosecco. And what current CEO, Gianluca Bisol doesn’t know about it isn’t worth knowing. The family has been making wine for centuries
and all the grapes come from their own land, something which is extremely rare in the region. From the humble Jeio Brut up to the extravagant, slightly sweeter Cartizze
(made from fruit grown in Prosecco’s finest vineyard) each wine is given the TLC it deserves.
This delicious sparkling wine comes from the Veneto region of northeast Italy. It is a soft, fruity and refreshing sparkling wine with citrus, pear and floral flavours and aromas.

Spain
RECAREDO 'Turo d'en Mota' Cava 2004 Bottle (los)

20 %
8

£99.95

£20.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£79.95

The Turó d’en Mota vineyard, which was planted in 1940 and trained traditionally, is property of Recaredo. This is located in the northwestern corner of Sant Sadurní d’Anoia
in the Alt Penedès county, on the north side of a hill named Turó d’en Mota, from which it gets its name.
"2004 is an extraordinary vintage that needed patience and enough ageing time to express itself fully and harmoniously,” said Ton Mata, Recaredo’s general manager and
oenologist.Like sentinels waiting patiently in silence, Recaredo’s bottles remain in the darkness of our cellars for at least 30 months (two and a half years), until they achieve a
truly unique character. In the case of Recaredo’s most exclusive family wine cellars, some of their sparkling wines are aged for nearly 30 years, preserving the delicacy of
time and a wealth of elegant and complex nuances. 100% Xarel.lo grapes.

39 %

Spain
RONDEL Brut Cava N.V. Bottle (los)

11

£8.95

£3.50

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£5.45

If you haven’t heard of Cava then it’s time to get acquainted. Spanish Cava is a sparkling wine produced almost entirely in the Catalonia region of Spain. Unlike Italian
Prosecco, it must be made in the same labor intensive Méthode Champenoise as Champagne or it cannot be labeled Cava.
It is made predominantly from Parellada together with Macabeo and Xarel.lo. Bottle aged for a minimum of nine months before release. It displays orchard fruits and subtle
citrus on the nose with a clean effervescent palate highlighted by pear and green apple. A balanced finish with plenty of fruit and on a toutch of sweetness making it an
excellent banqueting sparkler!

27 %

Spain
TORRE DEL GALL Cava Brut 2014 Bottle los)

23

£10.95

£3.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£7.95

The Tower of the Rooster’ refers to an ancient guard tower sited along the Roman road, Via Augusta, that runs alongside the vineyards. Both the Brut Reserva and Rosado
have been selected by us to represent the quality and value that Cava can offer. The wines are aged for more than 12 months on their lees prior to disgorgement and release
for maximum richness and complexity.Clean, crisp fizz with apple and citrus notes on the palate. Aged for more than 12 months on its lees. Grape varietal, Macebeo, Parellada
and Xarel Lo. The taste is dry, yet smooth and well balanced.

Spain
TORRE DEL GALL Cava Rosado N.V. Bottle (los)

27 %
24

£10.95

£3.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£7.95

Deliciously elegant and smooth with strawberries, cherries, subtle spice and an abundant mousse. Fresh and silky, pleasantly sweet on the palate and very well-balanced.
Quite simply, a pleasure to drink.The above characteristics make this an ideal wine to have with sweet aperitifs and desserts.

White Wine
America - California
CANNONBALL Chardonnay 2014 Bottle (los)

28 %
1

£17.95

£5.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£12.95

A wine with oak and creaminess, but isn’t a wood and butter bomb. Bold fruit, not fruit candy. We found the perfect blend that will make everyone smile. BEST BUY! - World
Wine Championship 04/2016
WINEMAKER NOTES - "The 2014 vintage for Chardonnay was much like the 2012 vintage, showing delicacy and finesse over structure and intensity. With this vintage both
oak impact and malo-lactic influence were kept to a minimum, allowing for the wine to show its noble heritage. The Chardonnay was fermented and aged in 50% French oak
and 50% stainless steel, creating a wine both authentic and wonderfully balanced. The taste has a full entry and continues with delicate melon and citrus flavors. One is
immediately struck with complex and racy notes: aromas of light pineapple, sweet spice, vanilla, honeysuckle and minerality. The wine finishes with a smooth texture,
delicate flavors and a long, bright finish." FOOD PAIRINGS: Perfect with seafood, chicken, and your favortite cheeses.
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White Wine
America - California
SCHEID FAMILY WINES Sauvignon Blanc "District 7" 2015 Bottle (los)

27 %
12

£14.95

£4.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£10.95

California is divided into 17 grape crush districts, encompassing a wide range of climate, terrain and soil types. District 7 is situated in Monterey County, home to world-class
vineyards and exceptional wines. District 7, aka Monterey County, has the longest growing season of all of the districts, a result of the chilled marine air from the Monterey
Bay that rushes down the Salinas Valley each day.
Sauvignon Blanc is ultra-sensitive to climate and grapes from vineyards that are just a few miles apart can impart very different taste characteristics. The brisk and windy
conditions in the northern estate vineyard bring out the grassy and herbal traits of this varietal, while the estate vineyard located about 20 miles south, which has a little more
sunshine and warmth, brings out the fruity melon flavours. This Sauvignon is full of citrus aromas, grapefruit and tropical fruit with hints of herbal notes. Medium bodied, crisp
acidity with bright lingering tropical fruit finish. Food Matching - Simple seafood, herbal-prepared white meat dishes, and spicy, ethnic cuisines.

27 %

America - California
WANDERING BEAR Chardonnay 2014 Bottle (los)

11

£7.45

£2.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£5.45

This Chardonnay is very popular with our customers, it is fresh, modern and brimming with flavour - as well as being great value for money. Plenty of pineapple, pear and
apple flavours. It is big and bold with touches of lemon and delicious toasted almond flavours to finish. Enjoy it by itself, with seafood, creamy pasta dishes or chicken. Drink
over the next year.

Argentina
BODEGA TACUIL Sauvignon Blanc 'RD' 2015 Bottle (los)

35 %
8

£19.95

£7.00

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£12.95

Tacuil is a place of incredible natural beauty, with the ideal climate for the production of spices, fruits and grapes destined to fine wines, internationally recognized. The
winery is located in the province of Salta, located in the heart of the Calchaquí Valley at about 2,600 meters above sea level, considered one of the highest vineyards in the
world and has an extension of 127 km2. Its basic production is oriented to the varieties Cabernet Sauvignon and Malbec for the reds; While the whites are made from
Torrontés and Sauvignon Blanc. All the vineyards are worked in an organic way and watered with water from the mountain melt.
Tasting Notes: Bright lemon yellow with greenish tints. Smell: Aromatic intensity, presence of grapefruit, very elegant citric notes and subtle aromas of white fruits. Taste:
Pleasant acidity that brings freshness and balance. Great elegance and persistence.

Argentina
JIJIJI Chenin Blanc (Michelini Brothers) 2015/16* Bottle 10.5% LOW SULPHUR (los)

25 %
8

£15.95

£4.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£11.95

It's not every day a wine gives you a hard slap in the face then tries to stick its tongue down your throat. That's exactly what happened the first time we tasted this citrus
temptress.
Some early picking partly explains the delicious dry slap (and low alcohol of just 10.5%), with whole bunches pressed and juice fermented in cement eggs, with extended
lees contact and no adjustments whatsoever, no filtering or fining before bottling. Anyway, Chenin can't achieve what would normally be regarded as 'full ripeness' on these
very high altitude wines.
The wine is quite cloudy and virtually sulphur free, with aromas of green cider apples and wild herbs; arid rather than dry, and yet with a beguiling richness somehow on the
palate, a lovely fine waxy texture. All in all, it's a bloody miracle the wine is drinkable let alone utterly delicious, which it is. Another uncompromising statement from the
wonderfully humble and talented husband and wife team of Gerardo and Andrea Michelini.
Don't dally, they don't make a lot of this. LOW SULPHUR.

36 %

Argentina
RIGLOS Sauvignon Blanc 'Quinto' 2015 Bottle/nc (los)

81

£13.95

£5.00

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£8.95

An elegant, European-style Sauvignon Blanc that has not been associated with Argentina until very recently. Pale yellow colour with steely green tints and very elegant on
the nose with mineral, citrus and grassy notes. Vibrant flavours with fresh minerality on the palate and a long finish.

Argentina
SUSANA BALBO Signature White Blend (Sauv /Semillon/Torrontes) 2015 Bottle (los)

35 %
6

£16.95

£6.00

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£10.95

We were asked to taste this blind and we did identify the Semillon, and the Sauvignon Blanc, but what was providing that exotic richness on the nose; Riesling? No,
Torrontés. 33% of each varietal is separately barrel fermented then blended and rested in those barrels for a further 4 months. The oak is delicate, the fruit is complex and
explosive, run through with delicious acidity, steely and nervous, and we suspect this wine will age very well indeed, if it lasts that long. The grapes are from the Uco Valley,
naturally.
"A mould-breaking, low alcohol cuvée of Torrontés, Sauvignon Blanc and Semillon, all from the Uco Valley and two thirds fermented in concrete eggs. Grapefruit,
gooseberry and struck match notes are complemented by a hint of oak on the Torrontés. One of the country's best whites in year one." 94/100 Tim Atkin ARGENTINA 2016
Special Report (2015 vintage)

Australia - South
GROSSET 'Polish Hill' Riesling, Clare Valley 2015 Bottle (los)

20 %
7

£29.95

£6.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£23.95

THE WINE ADVOCATE Robert Parker (30th Jun 2016) #225 - 94 points
Drink: 2020 - 2040
"The coy, youthfully mute 2015 Riesling Polish Hill has a mineral and wet pebble laced nose over notes of lime leaves, yuzu and green mango. The dry, light-bodied palate is
positively charged with electric citrus fruit that carries straight through the very, very long finish. It really needs 4-5 years in bottle before it enters its drinking window."

Jeffrey Grosset established his winery in 1981 in the historic township of Auburn, Clare Valley, 100 kilometres north of Adelaide - and 2016 marks the 36th Anniversary. The
winery is stylish and functional and reflects the attention to detail that extends to the Grosset estate-owned vineyards and winemaking. Jeff is best known for his iconic
Rieslings - Polish Hill and Springvale - and he has almost single-handedly been responsible for the renaissance of Clare Valley Riesling. By combining a disciplined approach
and decades of experience, Grosset consistently achieves the purest expression of variety and place.

Australia - South
THE LANE Pinot Gris 'Block 2' Single Vineyard 2015 Bottle (los)

24 %
2

£16.95

£4.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£12.95

Pure fruit and minerality. No oak, small wild ferments. Perfect balance - all the texture, richness and aromatics of fine Pinot Gris with the drink-ability and clean finish of Pinot
Grigio.
COLOUR: Polished rose gold, brilliant oyster shell hue. BOUQUET: On the bouquet Floral quince, bergamot pear, wild bush honey. PALATE: Then on the palate is intense
juicy pear, nectarine, rose water, supple mouthfeel with clean cinnamon spice finish.

36 %

Austria
KRACHER Pinot Gris 2014 Bottle/st (los)

3

£13.95

£5.00

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£8.95

Pale green-yellow. Fine fresh apple fruit, honey melon and a hint of wild herbs. On the palate juicy, elegant texture, white tropical fruit aromas, descreet acidity. Fresh citrus
flavours and pleasant minerality on the finish. A multi-layered food companion.
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White Wine
Austria
NIKOLAIHOF Gruner Veltliner Hefeabzug 2014 Bottle/st (BIO-DYNAMIC) (los)

26 %
1

£18.95

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£13.95

£5.00

Nikolaihof is one of the oldest wine estates in Austria, whose history goes back almost 2000 years to the Roman empire. Originally chosen by the Romans because it was
considered a Celtic holy site prior to 800 B.C., the foundations of the current house date to a Roman tower which existed as early as 63 B.C. Wine has been produced here
since the time of the Celts and continued throughout the time of the Romans.
TASTING: An abundance of yellow, juicy pear and Russet apple once they blow off, framed by citrus freshness and underlined with a yeasty savoriness that recalls slightly
pungent herbs like watercress and arugula. The finish is ultraclean.

36 %

Chile
ALTO BAJO Sauvignon Blanc, Central Valley 2016 Bottle (los)

230

£6.95

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£4.45

£2.50

A classic Chilean Sauvignon with tropical fruit, citrus flavours and herbaceous notes. Alto Bajo is produced from vineyards across Chile's Valle Central by a terrific team led
by winemaker Camilo Viani, who brings vitality and vision - as well as a great eye for winemaking detail.

50 %

Chile
RIO RICA Sauvignon Blanc 2016 Bottle (los)

6

£7.95

FINAL REDUCTION
ONLY

£4.00

A crisp, dry Sauvignon Blanc, with intense fruity nose that displays citrus and tropical fruit aromas interwoven with herbal notes that add complexity to the wine.

France - Alsace
BRUNO SORG Pinot Gris Grand Cru Pfersigberg 2014 Bottle

35 %
24

£22.95

£8.00

£3.95
£14.95

The Domaine Bruno SORG was created in 1965 by Renée and Bruno SORG in Ingersheim, the village where Renée SORG was born.Since the outset, the entire production
has been bottled. The wines are made exclusively with grapes grown on site. The richest and most complex are the three “Grand Cru” varieties, namely the Pfersigberg and
Eichberg in Eguisheim and the Florimont in Ingersheim. Powerful and rich, this is proper Pinot Gris. Beautifully elegant, with lashings of ripe fruit and a huge dry finish. This is
stunning, ripe and amazing with spicy foods.

35 %

France - Alsace
DOMAINE PIERRE FRICK Riesling Bihl 2014 Bottle (los)

5

£19.95

£7.00

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£12.95

Biodynamically produced with wild yeasts and no added sulphur this is an outstanding aged Alsace Riesling. Full-bodied and dry with citrus flavours mingling with tobacco,
steely minerality and that classic petrol character of aged Riesling.

France - Bordeaux
CHATEAU GAZIN-ROCQUENCOURT Blanc 2010 Bottle/nc (los)

35 %
1

£19.95

£7.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£12.95

Wine Advocate #205 (Feb 2013) - Robert M. Parker, Jr. - 90 points
Drink: 2012 - 2025
A smoky, complex white Graves with notes of figs, honeysuckle and lemon butter, this medium-bodied wine is a very classic text-book Graves to drink over the next several
years.

France - Bordeaux
CHATEAU PAPE-CLEMENT BLANC Cru Classe 2012 Bottle/nc - NO DISCOUNT (los)

10 %
1

£99.95

£10.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£89.95

THE WINE ADVOCATE #206 (Apr 2013) Robert Parker - 95-98 points
Drink: > 2033 'The 2012 Pape Clement, a profound blend of 45% Sauvignon Blanc, 44% Semillon, 5% Sauvignon Gris and the rest Muscadelle, is once again a fabulous effort.
Gorgeous notes of honeysuckle, pineapple, orange blossoms and mangoes soar from the glass of this full-bodied, unctuously textured, zesty, well-delineated white
Pessac-Leognan from a suburb of Bordeaux. Drink it over the next 15-20 years.'

France - Burgundy
DOMAINE DES MALANDES Chablis 1er Cru 'Vau de Vey' 2015 Bottle (Chard) (los)

14 %
31

£21.95

£3.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£18.95

Classic Premier Cru Chablis with floral notes lifting above rich minerallyness on the palate. There is some crisp apple fruit here too that combines well to bring superb
balance.
The soil on which the vines grow is central to the flavour of the region of Chablis, situated in the North of Burgundy, and at Domaine des Malandes they make the most of the
Kimmeridgan clay which defines their wines. It is this clay that brings the steely character that combines so well with the fruit and mineral character in this fine example of
Premier Cru Chablis.

France - Burgundy
DOMAINE FOURNILLON Chablis 1er Cru 'Les Fourneaux' 2015 Bottle (los)

25 %
33

£19.95

£5.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£14.95

Crisp and fresh with plenty of citrus fruit with lovely limey acidity running through it. Good depth with classic slatey minerality and good complexity, lovely ripe citrus and
stone fruits.

France - Burgundy
SAMUEL BILLAUD Petit Chablis 2015 Bottle (los)

27 %
250

£14.95

£4.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£10.95

Petit Chablis is often mistaken for ‘second rate’ Chablis. It is no such thing. It is from newer vines on the tops of the hills and has a different soil composition which makes it
perfect for lively, impetuous wines that have a young, crunchy profile. "Deep ripe citrus on the nose, then much more bony and mineral on the palate. Lively and serious for a
Petit Chablis, the length really extended by the creamy lees texture. Top Petit Chablis. Really long." 16.5/20 Julia Harding, jancisrobinson.com

France - Burgundy
SYLVAIN LOICHET Pernand-Vergelesses 'Belles Filles' 2013 Bottle (los)

25 %
15

£19.95

£5.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£14.95

Situated in the village of Pernand-Vergelesses, the "Les Belles Filles" parcel of vines sits at the top of the east facing slopes, alongside Premiers Crus vineyards. The soil is
composed of white marl limestone and the vines are between 35-40 years old. This wine has a mineral structure, typical of the appellation, even with its taut character, notes
of white fruit come through on the palate, with good concentration and length. This wine is clean and fresh with soft notes of pear and apple and a touch of apricot. Dry on
the palate with crisp acidity and a medium body. Some toasty, creamy notes on the palate with a whiff of fragrant vanilla and more soft ripe pear notes. A touch of hazelnut
too. Integrated alcohol and long finish. Delicate enough to match to light chicken dishes. Also perfect as an elegant aperitif. Ageing potential - 5 to 8 years (if stored in the
right temperature and humidity conditions).
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White Wine
24 %

France - Burgundy
TREMBLAY-MARCHIVE Chablis AOC 2016 Bottle/Stelvin (los)

58

£16.95

£4.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£12.95

The vineyards that produce the grapes for this truly remarkable Chablis cover an area of 15 hectares at an altitude varying between 150 to 250 m on soft slopes rich in
Kimmeridgien clay. The vines were planted between 5 and 40 years ago and it is the age of the vines, the rootstock and the sub-soil that are the source of the balance and
complexity of the wine. When young this wine is excellently crisp with expressive aromas of fresh fruit, in particular peaches, and a wonderful richness and a mineral taste.
Serve lightly chilled with fish or white meats.

France - Burgundy
VINCENT GIRARDIN Santenay 1er Cru 'Clos de Tavannes' 2012 Bottle(ck) (los)

23 %
12

£25.95

£6.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£19.95

A fleshy wine with notes of dried and preserved fruits and honey combined with a nice acidity level which brings a nice balance and a good mineral length. Perfect to match
with fish, shellfish or creamy white meats or as an aperitif....why not?

France - Loire
DOMAINE THOMAS Sancerre Blanc 'Pierrier' 2015/16 Bottle (los)

28 %
94

£17.95

£5.00

Reduced to Clear at
ONLY

£12.95

Jean Thomas runs a tight operation in Sancerre. Immaculate vineyards and cellars tell of a philosophy that borders on the obsessive. Made with top-class fruit, grown and
vinified with painstaking attention to detail, the wines have a fantastic ice-cool purity. Superb minerality and pure Sauvignon Blanc fruit from this family owned estate in the
famous village of Sancerre.

France - South of
L'ORANGERAIE Chardonnay IGP Vin de Pays d'Oc 2015/16** Bottle (los)

30 %
302

£8.45

£2.50

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£5.95

L’Orangeraie (The Orange Grove) is a range of varietal wines produced by Maison Lorgeril, landowners in the Languedoc since 1620. They have selected these varieties from
their vineyards, located just a few miles from the famous medieval town of Carcassonne, to offer you a range of wines which are fresh and elegant, adhering to the same
winemaking philosophy we use to create the wines which bear the names of the family estates. These young, modern wines are the perfect choice for moments of
relaxation and celebration: aperitifs, barbecues, and all manner of bold food and wine combinations.

France - South of
PIERRE ET PAPA Medium White 2015 Bottle (los) (Vegan)

38 %
34

£7.95

£3.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£4.95

The Renard family have been making wine for centuries and wine courses through their veins, bringing life and passion to each new generation. With Pap's sun now setting,
Pierre tends in father's vines, valuing them fully for their age, wisdom and above all else, quality of the grapes.
This refreshing, medium Colombard/ Ugni Blanc blend is from selected plots in Comte Tolosan around Toulouse, Gascony.

France - South of
PLAIMONT Pacherenc du Vic-Bilh Sec 'Folie de Roi' 2015 Bottle (los)

25 %
17

£11.95

£3.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£8.95

Lemon, grapefruit and citrus dominate the nose with a hint of white flowers. Textured, with flint minerality, crisp acidity and a vibrant finish. This wine is full of charm and
energy.
The Pacherenc du Vic-Bilh is produced in the vineyards of south-western France and more precisely in the wine-growing region of Chalosse. Administratively, the
Pacherenc du Vic-Bilh can be produced in the departments of Hautes-Pyrénées, Pyrénées-Atlantiques and Gers. Its terroir benefits from an ocean climate with continental
influence and molasses clay and limestone soils, clays of types (boulbènes), sandy and calcareous. The main grape varieties that make up the Pacherenc du Vic-Bilh wine
are: Courbu, Gros Manseng, Petit Courbu, Petit Manseng.
Food: Perfect as an aperitif and with Foie Gras terrine and cheeses.

Germany
DREISSIGACKER Bechtheimer Riesling 2015 Bottle/st (ORGANIC) (los)

27 %
13

£21.95

£6.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£15.95

Pale yellow in colour with aromas of spice and peach and the tiniest hint of pineapple. Good concentration of flavour, with mineral and ripe yellow fruit flavours, is balanced
by a racy acidity that gives freshness and vibrancy. The wine has a long mouthwatering finish that typifies good Riesling.
Jancis Robinson MW - 17.5 points - "Deep coppery gold. Seems, if anything, more delicate than the estate Riesling. Blend from many single sites, some of the younger vines
generally - probably the best value wine."

Germany
VAN VOLXEM Riesling Alte-Reben (Old Vines) 2015 Bottle/nc (los)

15 %
9

£19.95

£3.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£16.95

Robert parker 93 points - Drink: 2018 - 2028 - "The slate and lemon-flavoured 2012 Kanzemer Altenberg Riesling Alte Reben offers the clearest, most precise and delicate
bouquet of the vintage at van Volxem leading to a full-bodied, lovely intense and juicy but also racy and piquant, lime and grapefruit-flavoured palate that I often miss in
2012. This is a very elegant, intense and full-flavoured wine with a very good length, piquancy and aging potential. Quite powerful, but still elegant."

Germany
VAN VOLXEM Saar Riesling 2015 Bottle (los)

17 %
10

£17.95

£3.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£14.95

Old vine Saar Riesling? Sustainably produced and naturally fermented, you say? Go on then! Expressing the unique terroir of the Saar, this is a wonderfully fresh and vibrant
expression of the classic German variety. The main question though - "Reese-ling" or "Ryese-ling"? If you get it wrong, we may not let you have any...
TASTING: An intensely dry style of Riesling, with notes of freshly cut green apple, a touch of pear and a wonderfully cleansing mineral finish. Perfect as an aperitif or with
seafood.

Italy
SAN LORENZO Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi 'di Jino' 2015/16* Bottle BIO (los)

37 %
5

£10.95

£4.00

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£6.95

Vigna di Gino named after Natalino’s father, ‘Gino’, and planted with the carefully selected clones his father spent a lifetime studying. This wine is a great introduction to
Verdicchio, easy to drink, simple and balanced it gives an idea about the territory and nuances of the varietal without getting too complicated. Out of the 5 Verdicchio’s
Natalino produces, VdG has the highest production number at 20,000 bottles. First year of production was 1997. Vigna di Gino is named after Natalino’s father and vineyard is
farmed biodynamically.100% Verdicchio aged in Cement. Verdicchio is the most important grape of the ‘hidden-gem’ region; Le Marche, on the Adriatic coast of Italy.
Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi Classico is a DOCG as of 2010. TASTING: Great citrus like acidity with the classic nutty finish of Verdicchio.

18 %

Italy
VESEVO Beneventano Falanghina 2015/16* Bottle (los)

14

£10.95

£2.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£8.95

The name Vesevo is the historic name for Vesuvius. The vineyards are located in the Irpinian hills of Campania, potentially one of Italy's most exciting wine producing areas.
Despite being so far south, there are large differences here between day and night temperatures, making this one of the latest regions in Italy to harvest.
TASTING: Low temperature fermentation has retained the fresh, crisp and aromatic quality of the wine whilst still allowing its character to shine through. Perfumes of white
flowers and white melon with mineral notes provide a backdrop to the full, ripe palate and lift the finish. An elegant wine, with a touch of honey on the finish.
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White Wine
25 %

Italy
VILLA DEI FIORI Fiano 2013 Bottle (los)

24

£7.95

£2.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£5.95

The wines of Villa dei Fiori are created to express a specifically Italian style. Using native Italian varieties, Bibendum’s winemakers work closely with the team in Italy to create
a wine that expresses everything we love about the true Italian character.
Pale straw yellow in colour. This wine has an intense herbal and fruity flavour with hints of yellow apple and peach. It is full, harmonious and savoury with an intense fresh fruit
flavour aftertaste

Italy
ZIDARICH Vitovska Bianco 2012 Bottle (los)

50 %
4

£29.95

£15.00

FINAL REDUCTION
ONLY

£14.95

Zidarich are based in the Carso region of Friuli-Venezia-Giulia, very close to the Slovenian border. In fact, this area was once part of Slovenia. This wine from the Vitovska
shows great complexity due in part to an extended maceration on the skins. Intense and exotic pear and peach fruit sit alongside appetising herbal character giving a
beguiling and deliciously different wine

60 %

Italy - Piedmont
GAJA Chardonnay 'Gaia & Rey' 2009 HALF (los)

5

£74.95

£45.00

FINAL REDUCTION
ONLY

£29.95

This may be not only the best Chardonnay in Italy, but the best white wine to come out of the Boot. Gaia & Rey derives from Angelo's first Chardonnay vineyard and is named
for his oldest daughter, Gaia Gaja, and his grandmother, Clotilde Rey, a marketing mastermind who taught Angelo the importance of promotional efforts (making Gaja's
tribute particularly apropos). Gaia & Rey is fermented with naturally occurring yeasts found on the grape skins and in the winery, endowing the wine with a touch of exoticism.
It is a hedonistic wine, delivering lusciously ripe flavors of guava, tangerine, honey, marzipan, and oak spice. Impressively chewy in the mouth, the concentrated, ripe fruit is
perfectly balanced by a lively acidity that persists through the long, lingering finish.

60 %

Macedonia
POPOVA KULA Zilavka 2013 Bottle (los)

14

£9.95

£6.00

FINAL REDUCTION
ONLY

£3.95

Made from Zilavka, a grape variety grown in Macedonia and Bosnia-Herzegovina. A delicate lemon-green in colour, the nose is fresh and zesty. Well balanced on the palate
with a refreshing citric acidity and flavours of green apples and pear. Notes of peach and pear linger on the finish

New Zealand
LITTLE BEAUTY Marlborough Dry Riesling 2011 Bottle(st) (los)

31 %
70

£15.95

£5.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£10.95

Bursting with flavours of fresh lime, waxy lemon and honeysuckle. Fine, balanced, refreshing.
INTERNATIONAL TROPHY, REGIONAL TROPHY and GOLD, Decanter World Wine Awards 2013.
An enticing aroma where you’ll discover yellow nectarine, beeswax and chalky notes. The palate has vibrant, mineral tones with a pleasing density and cleansing finish.
Lemons, limes, honey-suckle are characters of note. Pair this with honey glazed seared scallops with a hint of chilli – sensational. Or, sashimi with soya and pickled ginger –
divine.
This wine is currently being presented at 2* Michelin Restaurant, Andrew Fairlie at Gleneagles, Scotland.

New Zealand
V Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 'Kuranui - Awatere Valley 2015 Bottle (los)

34 %
859

£8.95

£3.00

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£5.95

This sensational single vineyard, estate bottled Sauvignon Blanc is an absolute bargain and completely exclusive to Dunell's in the Channel Islands. Fruit is sourced from the
best plots of the Kuranui vineyard in the upper Awatere valley where hot days and cool nights bring the grapes to optimum maturity. Classic, zingy, tropical citrus fruit aromas
with a juicy, saporous palate defined by ripe fruit and a cleansing freshness on the finish.

23 %

Portugal
NIEPOORT Docil (Loureiro) 2015 Bottle (los)

42

£12.95

£3.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£9.95

Dirk Niepoort, man from the Douro, is drawn to the Vinho Verde region by its cool climate and granite soils. Each year he makes around 20,000 bottles of Loureiro at the
estate of his friend (Soalheiro). The only goal is to offer great drinking pleasure while maintaining a low degree of alcohol.
Dócil 2015 results from the search of a Vinho Verde that reveals its region, balanced and complete, with the vinification focused on the acidity and on the identity of the
Loureiro variety. It comes from vines planted in granite soil, on the Lima Valley, and presents an aromatic profile with predominance of mineral and floral aromas
characteristic of the variety.

18 %

South Africa
DE MORGENZON Chardonnay DMZ 2014/15* Bottle (los)

30

£10.95

£2.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£8.95

De Morgenzon is Dutch for "the morning sun," a fitting name for this boutique property high on the Stellenboschkloof, which is the first to be touched by the rising sun's rays.
De Morgenzon's high altitude vineyards command sweeping views of Table Mountain and Cape Point, where the Atlantic and Indian Oceans meet. Embracing the
philosophy that a biodiverse and ecologically sensitive environment produces infinitely better grapes, proprietors Wendy and Hylton Appelbaum have established De
Morgenzon as a 91 hectare garden interspersed with 55 hectares of carefully tended vineyards, where abundant wildflowers flourish between the vines. The vineyards are
currently farmed naturally, and the estate is in the process of converting to organic farming.
TASTING: Enticing vanilla, almond and tropical fruit aromas lead to a lush, concentrated palate. Ripe notes of white peach, grapefruit and apple are tinged with delicate hints
of butterscotch, caramel and toast, all backed by a vibrant acidity and a beautiful minerally edge.

South Africa
EBEN SADIE 'Palladius' 2014 Bottle (los)

21 %
21

£46.95

£10.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£36.95

Winemaker's Notes: "The Palladius 2014 is a transition wine for us, since this was the first vintage for which we used clay amphorae. The wine has truly grown into its own and
will move up a notch over the next two years: the 2016 vintage will be aged in clay and concrete in the new aging cellar dedicated to this wine. With Palladius our major goal
is to try and get the maximum volume of compact fruit and texture together with the best potential volume of acidity and freshness. Compared to many white wines, the
Palladius is more phynolic and textured and best enjoyed with food. We always encourage people to take the wine to picnics... but then it also needs decantation in the first 5
years from bottling, so there has to be a decanter in the picnic basket! This wine might be white in colour, but that is about the only characteristic that prevents the Palladius
from being a red.' – Eben Sadie, Winemaker"

South Africa
GOOD HOPE WINERY Chenin Blanc 2013/14/15 Bottle (los)

38 %
19

£7.95

£3.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£4.95

Chenin is an extremely versatile grape, able to make excellent wines in many different guises, from Late harvest to Straw wine to classic dry Chenin and even Méthode
Champenoise. It’s an optimistic name for a winery and we have good hopes for this South African white. Made with Chenin Blanc which is one of the most planted white
varieties in South Africa and widely successful. It’s an intensely versatile grape that can age really well but this is a drink now prospect and really good with seafood or salads.
Fruity and fresh with flavours of pear, sherbet and citrus, it provides a textured mouthfeel that’s flinty and bright in limey flavours and finishes with good length.
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White Wine
25 %

South Africa
HARTENBERG Chardonnay 2013/14* Bottle (los)

3

£11.95

£3.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£8.95

Made from five different clones, grapes are picked in the early morning by hand, over nine days. They are then crushed and immediately pressed, without any skin contact.
After being transferred to House Toast French oak barrels for fermentation, the wine is stirred twice monthly for the first six months, then monthly thereafter. Their
Chardonnay is always bottled in summer, after filtering.
CRITIC: "Seamlessly merges tangerfine vibrancy with vanilla cream from barrel ferment. Textured and rich yet lean and focused throughout. A peaches and cream delight
with a dry finish" - John Platter 2014
FOOD Suggestions: Creamy based foods, smoked chicken or duck, seared tuna with olive oil, lime juice and black pepper.

South Africa
RIETVALLEI Sauvignon Blanc 'John B' 2014/15* Bottle (los)

43 %
8

£6.95

£3.00

FINAL REDUCTION
ONLY

£3.95

This superb family owned wine estate is one of the old farms in Robertson and is situated in the Klaas Voogds area, eight kilometres east of old town of Robertson. The farm
was established in 1864 by Alwyn Burger, and today it is under the stewardship of the 5th and 6th generations of the Burger family, Johnny and Kobus. Together father and
son oversee the winemaking process with a real hands-on approach both for the viticulture and vinification to produce Rietvallei's prestigious wines.

Spain
CASTRO MARTIN Albarino, Family Est.Selec 'Sobre Lias' 2016 (los)
Spain
MAR DE FRADES Albarino 2015 (Ramon Bilbao) Bottle (los)

33 %
60

£14.95

£5.00
18 %

2

£16.95

£3.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£9.95
Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£13.95

Pale yellow with greenish hues. On the nose notes of green peaches and lemon peel appear with grass and mineral tones. Very fresh and upfront flavours that are very
expressive and with a long mouthfeel sensation with unmistakably saltiness and eucalyptus hues of Mar de Frades. Established in 1986, Mar de Frades is located in the Val
do Salnés sub-zone. 100% Albariño wines are marketed under the Mar de Frades brand and are instantly recognizable by their distinctive tall blue glass bottle. The label has
a thermo-sensitive logo so that when the bottle is chilled to the appropriate serving temperature (52-55º F), a blue ship magically appears, riding the waves on the bottle's
label. A marvellous companion to fish and seafood dishes, such as scallops or oysters.
This product is featured in: Top 20 wines of 2016 from Decanter Panel Tastings, Five great value Albariño wines under £20, and Best Rías Baixas Albariño. 95 points Decanter
Magazine (2015 vintage).

Food Products
FARMHOUSE Christmas Carol Tin with Spiced Orange Biscuits 150g Tin

17 %
79

£3.20

£0.55
21 %

Food Products
LA TORINESE Panettone with Sultanas & Candied Fruit 100g

7

Food Products
MR FILBERT'S Sage & Onion, Peanuts & Hazels 190g Pack

£2.10

£0.45
29 %

29

£3.45

£1.00

Roasted peanuts and hazelnuts for an extra delicious snack.

Food Products
REID'S All Butter Shortbread 150g Pack

29 %
17

Food Products
ROKA Cheddar Cheese Crispies with Onion 70g Pack

£2.75

£0.80
44 %

14

Food Products
THE BAY TREE Boxing Day Chutney 110g MINI JAR

£2.95

£1.30
26 %

48

Food Products
THE BAY TREE Boxing Day Chutney 195g Jar - NEW (Use 310g first)
Food Products
THE BAY TREE Boxing Day Chutney 310g Jar BBE

£1.95

£0.50
24 %

46

£2.95

£0.70
38 %

47

£3.95

£1.50

The best chutney for cold meats, cheese and in sandwiches. Apricots, orange and coriander, a really tasty combination.

Food Products
TIPTREE Strawberry & Champagne Conserve 340g Jar

24 %
19

Homewares & Accessor
BIRCHGROVE Pewter Bottle Cork 'Grapes' Each (los)

£2.95

£0.70
24 %

1

Homewares & Accessor
CHAMPAGNE BOWL Clear with Chromed Base (los)

£6.55

£1.60
45 %

3

£35.95

£16.00

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£2.65
FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£1.65
FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£2.45
FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£1.95
FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£1.65
FINAL REDUCTION
ONLY

£1.45
FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£2.25
FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£2.45
FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£2.25
Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£4.95
Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£19.95

Bottle Bags
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Bottle Bags
40 %

Gift Boxes&Packaging
VINSTRIP Double Bottle Holder - ALL COLOURS (los)

14

£4.95

£1.96

Reduced to Clear at
ONLY

£2.99

VinStrip is an exciting, new accessory designed to stylishly transport wine and spirits bottles. Designed by Cavaliere Interni, Verona, Italy. Its original design transforms from a
flat disc into a unique bottle holder. Reusable, strong, effective! Leatherette.

66 %

Gift Boxes&Packaging
VINSTRIP Single Bottle Holder - ALL COLOURS (los)

48

£2.95

£1.96

Reduced to Clear at
ONLY

£0.99

VinStrip is an exciting, new accessory designed to stylishly transport wine and spirits bottles. Designed by Cavaliere Interni, Verona, Italy. Its original design transforms from a
flat disc into a unique bottle holder. Reusable, strong, effective! Leatherette.

Decanters
Glassware
RIEDEL Sommelier Decanter (los)

28 %
1

£249.95

£70.00

Lead crystal, mouth blown, handmade, STUNNING!

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£179.95

Gift Cartons
88 %

Gift Boxes&Packaging
6 Bottle CARTON Red with Gold Lid - 06EG/G (los)

20

Gift Boxes&Packaging
6 Bottle CARTON Red with Red lid - 06EG/R (los)

£7.95

£6.96
88 %

28

£7.95

£6.96

FINAL REDUCTION
ONLY

£0.99
FINAL REDUCTION
ONLY

£0.99

Glasses
40 %

Glassware
40CL BRANDY Glass Each (los)

20

Glassware
RIEDEL Glass 'Vinum' Cuvee Prestige Pack of 2 (los)

£4.95

£2.00
29 %

4

£34.95

£10.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£2.95
Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£24.95

First introduced in 1986, Vinum was the first machine-made series of stemware to be designed exclusively to optimise the characteristics of specific grape varieties. This
glass is specifically for Vinum Cuvee Prestige wines. Dishwasher Safe. Internal dimensions 23cl.

Glassware
RIEDEL Glass 'Vinum' Tasting Set (los)

33 %
16

£74.95

£25.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£49.95

Riedel Vinum Wine Glass Tasting Set - Set of 4 Hold your own wine tasting with this exceptional varietal specific wine glass set. The Riedel Vinum Tasting Set includes four
lead crystal wine glasses that is specifically designed to translate the bouquet, texture, flavour, and finish of a variety of wines. Executed in lead crystal and machine blown,
these elegant wine glasses are ideal for tasting fine wines. This set includes one Bordeaux, Montrachet, Burgundy and Sauvignon Blanc glasses.

Glassware
RIEDEL Glass 'Vinum' Water Pack of 2 (los)

41 %
1

£21.95

£9.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£12.95

VINUM (1986) became the first machine-made glass in history to be based on the characteristics of grape varietal. VINUM was not developed on a drawing board, but in
tasting work shops based on the performance where the content commands the shape. The pleasure of enjoying fine wine starts with the right glass. VINUM is executed in
lead crystal, machine blown in Bavaria, Germany. All Riedel glasses are diswasher safe.

Glassware
RIEDEL Vinum Oaked Chardonnay (Montrachet) Glass - Pack of 2 (DIS)

29 %
5

£34.95

£10.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£24.95

Elegant design for a unique and pleasurable wine-drinking experience: the machine-blown Oaked Chardonnay glass from the Vinum Extreme series - a wine experience for
all your senses.Ideal for following grapes: Burgundy (white), Chardonnay (oaked), Corton-Charlemagne, Meursault, Montrachet, Morillon (oaked), Pouilly-Fuissé, Riesling
(spätlese/late harvest dry), Riesling Smaragd, Smaragd, St. Aubin

Packaging & Filling
Gift Boxes&Packaging
GIFT WRAP 2137 2 Sheet 2 Tag (los)

49 %
18

Aperitifs/Vermouths
DUBONNET Red 'Vieilli en Futs de Chene' Bottle (los)

£1.35

£0.66

25 %
29

£11.95

£3.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£0.69
Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£8.95

Dubonnet has always been seen as the expression of a tradition and a French art de vivre admired the world over. Naturally flavoured by plants and spices, this elegant
aperitif from France is patiently aged in oak barrels in cool, dark cellars.
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31 %

Aperitifs/Vermouths
GONZALEZ BYASS Vermouth 'La Copa' Bottle (los)

11

£12.95

£4.00

BIN END
PRICE
Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£8.95

Gonzalez Byass has relaunched a historic brand of vermouth, La Copa. Based on the original 19th-century recipe, this is made using a blend of eight-year-old oloroso and
Pedro Ximénez sherries. Flavoured with botanical including wormwood, clove, orange peel, nutmeg, angelica and quinine, this is a sweeter style of vermouth that works well
in cocktails.

Aperitifs/Vermouths
LILLET Rose Bottle (75cl) 17%alc (los)

28 %
11

£17.95

£5.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£12.95

Maison Lillet's first new product in fifty years, Lillet Rose French Aperitif Wine is created from a blend of the red and white Grand Cru Bordeaux wine varietals used to
produce Lillet Blanc and Lillet Rouge. This intricate combination includes Muscatel grapes for an elegant floral bouquet and Sauvignon Blanc for bright fruit characteristics,
as well as Semillon, which lends structure and produces a lingering finish. The wine is then married with artisanal liqueurs crafted from sweet orange peels from Spain and
bitter orange peels from Haiti, and a proprietary blend of fruit liqueurs sourced near and produced in Masion Lillet's distillery in Podensac. A small amount of Peruvian quinine
is then added to the final blend. Its rose coluor and taste profile are achieved by adding red fruit liqueurs and a very small amount of Lillet Rouge, using a traditional
Champagne blending method to ensure a consistent colour throughout. The result is a bright, fruit-forward aperitif with notes of ripe berry, wildflower, melon and stone fruit,
complemented by the traditional sweet and bitter citrus notes.

Aperitifs/Vermouths
PIMMS No.1 Gin Bottle (70cl) 25%alc (los)

24 %
64

£16.95

£4.00

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£12.95

Not strictly a liqueur, Pimms is a gin-based drink, infused with aromatics and mixed with lemonade for consumption. Pimms has a powerful social associations with the
English, or London, 'season', and the sort of people who take part in events such as Henley, Ascot, May Balls and wherever else the young (and not so young) in-crowds
gather. Connoisseurs insist that only adding champagne as opposed to lemonade, makes a true Pimms No1 Cup.

Aperitifs/Vermouths
PIMMS No.3 Winter Bottle (70cl) 25%alc (los)

37 %
5

£18.95

£7.00

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£11.95

A cunning Pimm's variant, cleverly designed to pick up the demand in the colder months when garden parties don't really work, the brandy-based Winter Pimm's is in fact
superb all year round when mixed with cloudy fresh apple juice and served either warm or cold.
Perfect for an impromptu gathering or any festive occasion, simply mix with 1 part Pimm's Winter with 3 parts clear aple juice and heat gently, until warm. Serve in a jug and
garnish with slivers of succulent orange and apple to enhance the citrus flavour.
Of course Pimm's Winter also tastes delicious cold. Simply mix with ginger ale or sparkling lemonade. Pimm's Winter is brandy based, and designed for winter with its fuller
palate. It is flavoured with cinnamon, zesty orange and caramel.

Liqueurs & Other
TAKAMAKA Coconut Rum Bottle (70cl)

45 %
25%alc (los)

0

£17.95

£8.00

A coconut rum from Takamaka, rum producers from the Seychelles. This is full of coconut flavour without being overly sweet, making it great for cocktails.

25 %

Vodka
XELLENT Swiss Vodka Bottle (los)

2

£35.95

£9.00

FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£9.95
Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£26.95

The quality of any vodka depends on three crucial factors: The raw materials. The distillation process. The water. In Xellent, all three are something special. The basic
ingredient used in Xellent, vodka is pure, top-quality Swiss rye. It is cultivated in the alpine foothills of central Switzerland, at altitudes of 500 to 800 metres, in fields no larger
than two hectares and only the best is used. The varieties grown in this region are unusually resistant to disease and under constant supervision. The grain is harvested only
when there has been relatively little rainfall and is then taken to a small country mill just a few hundred metres from Distillerie Willisau SA (DIWISA). There, it is washed and
ground before being delivered to DIWISA. The quantity may be limited, but the quality is all the better for it. To complete the process and give Xellent, Swiss vodka its
perfect flavour, the spirit is now filtered several times. With all the clarity of pure crystal, only now will it satisfy the palate of the discerning connoisseur. Xellent, is a pure,
slightly sweet-tasting 40% vol. spirit.

Soft Drinks & Mixers
50 %
DIET COKE CASE x 6 Bottles (175cl) (Plastic) (los) BBE APR18

2

£11.95

£6.00
50 %

LUSCOMBE St. Clements Bottle (320ml) - SINGLE (los) BBE MAY18

36

£1.59

£0.80

HALF PRICE TO
CLEAR ONLY

£5.95
HALF PRICE TO
CLEAR ONLY

£0.79

Oranges and Lemons like the bells of St Clements. Both the Orange and Lemon are well balanced and pair very well with smoked salmon and scrambled egg, frittata or
omelette, or a bagel with smoked salmon and cream cheese. Particulalry try with tempura squid or fresh prawns.

50 %
LUSCOMBE Strawberry Crush Bottle (320ml) - SINGLE (los) BBE MAY18

9

£1.59

£0.80

A real crush of strawberry and lemon with a tingle of fizz.

Mixers - Tonic Water
BON VIVANT Tonic Syrup Half Bottle (375ml) (12) - SINGLE

55 %
223

£10.95

£6.00

HALF PRICE TO
CLEAR ONLY

£0.79
FURTHER Reduced
to Clear ONLY

£4.95

Created based on the original tonic syrup formula, Bon Vivant Tonic Syrup is infused with cinchona bark - the natural source of quinine. Allows you to create handmade, from
scratch, tonic water. A base of quinine, culled from the Cinchona Tree, with the addition of delicate lemon flavour and sweetened with real cane sugar. The final product is a
complex mixture that introduces a fine bitterness to any cocktail, and a great pairing with the botanicals of the finest gins in the world. In a Gin & Tonic, Bon Vivant Tonic
Syrup works particularly well with London Dry gins that have a strong juniper note, however the amount can be adjusted to accommodate different botanical profiles across
the gin category. It also works well with different spirits and liqueurs, with recommended serves including Amaro & Tonic, Vermouth & Tonic and Italicus & Tonic. As a
cocktail ingredient it can be used in sour classics such as an Aviation or White Lady instead of sugar, and there is the opportunity for bartenders to experiment with their own
infusions and serves. G&T Recipe: 60ml Gin, 30ml Tonic Syrup and 90ml of Sparkling Water or Soda Water.

Waters
BRECON Sparkling Water CASE x 24 Half Litre (Plastic) (los) BBE MAR18

50 %
8

£7.95

£4.00

HALF PRICE TO
CLEAR ONLY

£3.95

Nestled in the beautiful Brecon Beacons National Park is the protected source of Brecon Carreg natural mineral water. Our small team is entrusted with drawing and bottling
Brecon Carreg from deep underground - an outstandingly pure natural mineral water which is also low in sodium. We are proud of our wonderfully refreshing sparkling
water and we delight in sharing it with you.
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Beer, Lager & Cider
Gluten-Free
GREEN'S 'Glorious' Gluten Free Pilsner Bottle (330ml) 4.5%alc (los) BBE JUN18

32 %
178

£1.61

£0.51

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£1.10

A ‘classic’ Belgian pilsner brewed from natural spring water, de-glutenised barley malt, and selected hops. Serve chilled. Golden straw in colour, the refreshing citrus aroma
of the hop dominates. Hints of vanilla are followed by a hop taste that holds some slight bitterness. 4.5% ABV.

Lager
BUDWEISER "Bud" Bottle (300ml) 4.8%alc (los) - SINGLE BBE APR18

44 %
30

£1.42

£0.63

FINAL REDUCTION
ONLY

£0.79

Known as "The King of Beers," Budweiser was first introduced by Adolphus Busch in 1876 and it's still brewed with the same high standards today. Budweiser is a
medium-bodied, flavorful, crisp American-style lager. Brewed with the best barley malt and a blend of premium hop varieties, it is an icon of core American values like
optimism and celebration.

Lager
COORS LIGHT (UK Brewed) Bottle (330ml) - SINGLE (los) BBE JUN18

25 %
24

£1.32

£0.33

Reduced to Clear
ONLY

£0.99

Coors Light, The World's Most Refreshing Beer™ - They're committed to making sure every person with a tongue gets ice cold refreshment like a blast of cold mountain air,
with every single bottle, can or pint of Coors Light they put in their hand. Their cold activated cans and bottles not only let you know when your drink is cold but Damme
Cold!
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